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Abstract
Nano-communication is considered to become a major building block for many novel applications in the health care and
fitness sector. Given the recent developments in the scope of nano machinery, coordination and control of these devices
becomes the critical challenge to be solved. In-Body Nano-Communication based on either molecular, acoustic, or RF
radio communication in the terahertz band supports the exchange of messages between these in-body devices. Yet, the
control and communication with external units is not yet fully understood. In this paper, we investigate the challenges
and opportunities of connecting Body Area Networks and other external gateways with in-body nano-devices, paving the
road towards more scalable and efficient Internet of Nano Things (IoNT) systems. We derive a novel network architecture
supporting the resulting requirements and, most importantly, investigate options for the simulation based performance
evaluation of such novel concepts. Our study is concluded by a first look at the resulting security issues considering the
high impact of potential misuse of the communication links.
Key words: Internet of nano things, nano-communication, internet of things, network architecture

1. Introduction
While research and development for Body Area Networks has gained maturity in recent years, In-Body Networks built from nano machines represent a new and fascinating direction of research [1]. Body Area Networks
are able to measure all kinds of body parameters, but as
the name says: from the outside. They are able to do
what physicians do with their regular tools such as tongue
depressors or thermometers. Many more parameters are
available inside the body, such as, for instance, blood and
liver characteristics. Today, these values are examined in
the lab, taking blood samples from the patient. The vision
of In-Body Networks is that tiny devices, so-called nano
machines, will patrol in the body, take measurements wherever necessary, and send collected data to the outside [2].
Even better, if we consider actuators connected to the sensors, it will be possible that these machines immediately
work on problems they detect within the body, such as
cancer cells, arteriosclerosis, or HIV viruses.
The In-Body Nano Communication research community has been formed just recently. First works dating
back to about ten years by now were focusing on adapting
molecular communication principles [3, 4]. This eventually
helped forming the bio-inspired networking community in
which nature-inspired solutions such as the capability of
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cells to provide robust communication in rather harsh environments have been investigated for their use in artificial
networks [5, 6]. An overview on the field of bio-inspired
and its potential use in nano communication networks can
be found in [7, 8].
Ian Akyildiz and his group were the first to see the
benefits in this previous research to make use of molecular
communication for In-Body Nano Communication between
implanted devices [9]. The nano communication community now fully focuses on In-Body Networks and not only
investigates molecular communication as a primitive but
also the use of electromagnetic waves for terahertz radios
or acoustic ultrasonic communication. More details on the
state of the art of In-Body Networks and nano communication can for instance be found in [2].
We have seen that Body Area Networks and In-Body
Networks – even though the latter are still far from being
realized – both have their benefits. Obviously, a combination of both could make a lot of sense for biomedical
applications: parameters from inside and from outside the
body could be combined in one information system and automatic reactions based on an analysis of these parameters
will become possible. This approach can be used both for
acute illnesses as well as for daily surveillance jobs. In case
the In-Body Network does not have sufficient capabilities
to solve the problem, it will be easy to alarm a physician.
In this paper, we will argue for this unified approach
enabling a new era of Internet of Things (IoT) – which is
now frequently called Internet of Nano Things (IoNT) [10]
– and describe what we believe will be a solid technical
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basis for their realization. However, we do not only look
at chances of such a new kind of network, but also at the
risks. Just to mention one: as soon as an In-Body Network
can be controlled from the outside, there is always a risk
that this will be done by non-authorized entities – be it
people or be it machines. This obviously has to be avoided.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: having
identified biomedical applications as the main target of
IoNT systems, we will describe the most important requirements imposed by such applications in Section 2. These
requirements as well as the technical feasibility of communication between In-Body Networks and Body Area
Networks build the basis for the network architecture we
develop in Section 3. We then pick two important topics,
namely security and performance evaluation by simulation
and discuss them in Sections 4 and 5. Conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

happens. A medical device manufacturer who can prove
that he followed all necessary steps required by the law will
not be held liable in such a case.
While these are very important issues which lead to a
very strict development process for IoNT systems, we will
not cover this in this paper, but concentrate on the rather
technical issues.
2.2. Functional Requirements
In terms of technical requirements, we are mostly interested in what the purpose of a communication from
In-Body Network to Body Area Network (outbound) and
vice versa (inbound) would be.
In the inbound direction, we would not expect that
data from the outside will be sent, because processing and
analysis will be done outside the body. Rather, the outside
network will send commands to the nano devices or group
of nano devices. Again, it is not very likely that these
commands will instruct the devices in detail what to sense
or how to act, because it can safely be assumed that each
device (or group of devices) has a very clearly and narrowly
defined job to execute. Still, inbound messages may include
activation or deactivation commands, and they may also
direct device groups to certain areas where a problem has
been detected from the outside, in order to facilitate a
quicker reaction. One important problem to be solved here
is addressing. One should not expect that nano devices will
have an IP address, but rather are addressable by function,
type of device, or by body area in which they operate [10].
In the outbound direction, we have to make sure that
body parameters can be sent within messages from the
inside to some outside devices, which can then analyze
these data. Messages will have to include not only the
parameter values, but also their origin (e.g., region of the
body). Addressing will rather not be necessary, since all
outbound messages will be sent to either a default device
or simply to any available one.
So far, we have only looked at clearly distinguishable
situations, i.e., nano devices in the body and micro devices outside the body. While we do not see good reasons
for using nano devices outside the body (at least not in
biomedical applications), the other way round makes sense
and is already in use. Think, for instance, of an implanted
drug pump, which could be instructed to dispense parts of
its content when the IoNT considers it necessary, or of a
heart pacemaker which could be regulated in its frequency.
While in the first two cases described above, it seems quite
obvious that a gateway between In-Body Network and
Body Area Network is located outside the body, one could
think of different solutions in the mixed case.

2. Application Requirements
Before we start with our technical discussions on how
IoNT systems could be realized, we will first have a look at
what is needed from the application’s point of view. As we
have seen above, the by far dominating type of application
for IoNT systems will be from the biomedical domain. This
has some important implications both from the technical
but also from the legal point of view. We will discuss
requirements in different categories.
2.1. Legal Requirements
Working within or on the body of humans, IoNT systems have to be considered as medical devices. In many
countries, production, marketing, and use of such devices
is strictly regulated. The European Union, for instance,
has adopted, over the last more than 20 years, a set of
directives which clearly define how medical devices have
to be handled, among them Directive 2007/47/EC [11]
as an update to earlier directives from the 1990ies. The
directive demands that all European countries translate
the directive into national law. In Germany, for instance,
this resulted in the so-called Medizinproduktegesetz [12].
In the United States, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) is responsible and created a similar set of directives.
A good overview can be found in [13].
Most laws and directives sort all medical devices into
risk categories, the category to be selected mostly depending on the duration of the body contact, the invasive character of the device, its implantability, its influence on body
functions, etc. One can safely assume that IoNT systems
(as well as In-Body Networks themselves) will be classified
in the highest risk category – one could even speculate if,
once such networks are really available, a new category will
be introduced. As a consequence, there are extremely high
requirements on the development process of such devices
as well as on their operation. The highest goal is the protection of human life and a clear liability if something bad

2.3. Non-Functional Requirements
Finally, one also has to look at non-functional requirements, such as reliability, safety, privacy, performance in
general, and real-time capabilities in particular.
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It would be very helpful, if one could rely on messages
really arriving at their destination in the body and triggering a certain action. In the other direction, we want to
be sure that body parameter values arrive at the outside –
at least when it is important. So, a priority scheme could
make a lot of sense, which spends more energy on reliability when it is urgent, and less, when messages are only
informational.
Our discussion about reliability leads to thinking about
safety and security. While reliable message transfer belongs
to the category that “eventually something good will happen,” ensuring safety properties means that “nothing bad
will happen.” Our architecture thus needs to avoid that
bad things happen, be it by failure or on purpose by an
attacker. It could for instance happen that a faulty Body
Area Network device produces many instructions for the
nano network which in turn could result in far too many
messages being sent within the body. If the devices use
molecular communication this could lead to an overflow of
certain messengers. Likewise, an attacker could try to send
arbitrary instructions into the In-Body Network.
Though maybe less dangerous, privacy is also a very
important concern. As soon as in-body data leaves the
body, it has to be protected against unauthorized access,
since, clearly, personal data must not be published.
Finally, performance may be an issue which will mostly
relate to upper latency bounds and not so much to throughput. For many kinds of messages, it will be important that
they reach their destination rather quickly – maybe even
within a given time interval – and trigger a corresponding action. Typically, such questions are rather an issue
within the In-Body Network, but still, the overall network
architecture has to keep it in mind.
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Figure 1: IoNT Architecture

to the Body Area Network. Within the body, there will
be a number of nano device networks all operating in a
certain area and specialized on certain functionalities and
jobs, as described, for instance, in [10]. Finally, there is one
more powerful device which is able to analyze data from
both network types and send commands to actuators also
in both network types. It does not matter if this device
is part of the Body Area Network or rather connected
through some other kind of wireless radio technology.
The question now is how these networks can be interconnected. Obviously, one needs a gateway between these
networks. In the following, we will discuss design issues of
such gateways along major requirements, namely

3. Network Architecture
In order to fulfil the application requirements described
above, we have to derive a network architecture which
is technically feasible and takes these requirements into
account. When we say technically feasible, we have to
keep in mind that Body Area Networks have been deeply
investigated and have become reality already. In-Body
Networks, however, are still mostly a vision. There are
quite a few ideas (see Section 1) of how they could become
reality, but it is still a long way to go. In addition, nearly
all the work done so far has been on the physical layer and
some on the link layer, but there is not much to be found
on the higher layers. Consequently, in the architecture that
we describe now, we will assume that technologies such as
molecular or terahertz radio communication are available
such that we can make use of them. We will also discuss
possible solutions for the higher layers.
We also assume a scenario that we consider typical for
a biomedical application. There will be one Body Area
Network wirelessly connecting all (micro) devices which are
located outside the body. There may also be further micro
devices implanted in the body which are also connected

• addressing schemes,
• real-time communication and low latency,
• communication reliability, and
• application support.
Figure 1 shows an overview of our envisioned IoNT
architecture integrating In-Body Nano Communication
Networks with Body Area Networks.
3.1. Addressing
As described above, we assume that in the outbound
direction, no addressing is necessary, since all messages from
inside the body will be exclusively addressed to the more
powerful external analysis device. Whenever a gateway
receives a message from inside, it will simply forward it to
that device.
More complicated is the inbound direction. Typically,
the analysis device will send commands to one or more of
3

the In-Body Nano Networks to ask them to perform a certain sensing or actuation job. As already briefly described
above, the addressing will not be on a device address level,
but rather on functions, i.e., on the application layer. A
command could be something like “provide more exact
blood parameter values,” “find reason for fever,” or “check
and clean heart blood vessels.” The system has to find
the right gateway, because, as will be discussed below,
we believe there will by multiple gateways. This gateway
then has to forward the request to the matching nano network, using the communication technology suitable for this
network.

that there will also be a demand for such middleware approaches for IoNT systems. There have been discussions
on and designs of middleware both for Body Area Networks (see for instance [14, 15]) as well as for In-Body
Networks [16], but certainly the same as above holds true:
while middleware for Body Area Networks already exists,
it is not more than a vision for In-Body Networks – even
though an attractive one. Making it possible to program
nano machines or groups of nano machines with abstract
commands such as “disinfect wound at left hand” would
be extremely attractive.
Designing a middleware for IoNT systems will lead to
uniting the design characteristics of both Body Area Network and In-Body Network middleware approaches. It will
have to have API functions for sending abstract commands,
receiving body data, identifying functionality of nano networks, addressing specific body regions and/or functions
of nano networks etc. Within the Body Area Network, the
middleware has to, among other things, translate such a
request into addressing the best gateway. The gateway
itself will play a major role, since it will have the function
to translate the abstract commands received on the middleware layer into communication action towards a specific
nano network.

3.2. Low Latency
Important messages have to delivered as quickly as
possible. Obviously, it does not help much, when important
data takes, e.g., using molecular communication, 12 hours
to get through to the analysis station. Since communication
on the outside will be much, much faster than within
the body, it makes a lot of sense to restrict the In-Body
Communication to a minimum. Even though technologies
based on ultrasound or terahertz radio can substantially
reduce the latency, this is also backed by the fact that we
want to spend as little energy as possible for communication
within the body in order to avoid that nano machines stop
working and also to avoid stressing the human body too
much. As a consequence, again, we believe that there will
be multiple gateways, and each nano network typically
knows “its” gateway which will be the closest reachable.
This does not mean, that vice versa, each gateway only
knows one nano network; it may well happen that one
gateway is responsible for several nano networks.

3.5. Consequences for the Gateway Design
As a consequence from our discussion, we can derive
the following design decisions for IoNT gateways:
• There will be multiple gateways, each of them being
responsible for reaching one or more nano networks.
• A gateway will operate on the application layer, thus
being quite a powerful machine. It will have to translate application commands into addressing the right
group of nano devices, and it will have to be able to
enable the cross-layer reliability described above. It
is, however, not responsible for the analysis of data
and the issuing of commands and therefore will only
need limited application knowledge.

3.3. Reliability
Reliability is not a problem on the outside of the body.
Within, however, it will be quite difficult to “prove” that
a certain message has reached its destination. Reliability
could, for instance, be improved by increasing the probability that at least one copy reaches its destination, i.e.,
use some kind of flooding or send the message through
multiple gateways. Using acknowledgements is rather difficult within nano networks, especially if they are based
on molecular communications. One possibility that comes
to mind is to do the acknowledgement on the application
layer, i.e., send a command message to the nano network
and see whether it has an effect on the body parameter
value to be controlled or modified. A gateway could thus
send the message and then ask the corresponding Body
Area Network sensors to inform about changes in their
measurements. If not successful for a while, the gateway
could re-send the message.

• It will have to have a cross-layer design, since it will
have to, from the application layer, influence decisions
on the lower layers, such as selection of the right nano
network to contact.
A major challenge will be the physical interface between
the out-of-body gateway devices and the In-Body Nano
Communication Network. The gateway will have to be
equipped with one or more nano communication interfaces
such as for molecular or terahertz communication. Especially for molecular communication, spanning the gap
between outside and inside the body will be a real technical challenge. Due to these considerations, it may be
very reasonable to make the gateway an implantable micro
device which uses “normal” wireless communication to get
in touch with the rest of the Body Area Network.

3.4. Application Support
Application programmers nowadays are used to convenient APIs, which provide powerful abstractions for networking, mobility, and other complex features. We believe
4

4. Security Aspects

of smart phones opens up completely new attack vectors.
Furthermore, the use of these networks for collecting very
private information ranging from location information to
physiological data makes these networks a valuable target
for malicious users.
Based on these findings, we assess the resulting security
challenges in IoNT systems. Our particular focus is on new
challenges and potential solutions.

The integration of Body Area Networks systems with inbody devices and nano machines also creates a completely
new level of security related challenges. Our IoNT systems,
as we call them in the scope of this paper, establish a direct
target for a variety of potential attacks. Such attacks may
include
• the theft of private data, e.g., physiological data
collected by either in-body or wearable sensors that
must not leak the system;

4.2. Security Goals and Attack Vectors
When assessing the security of IoNT systems, we need
to start with a classical security and risk analysis. Furthermore, novel and emerging challenges in the nano communication domain as well as related to the coupling of In-Body
Networks with external devices is necessary.
We first evaluate the typical CIA security goals in this
new context. These goals remain the same independently
from the type of the underlying communication system.
CIA translates to confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
Confidentiality – an attacker should not be able to access the content of messages exchanged between a sender
and a receiver. In our context, this means that confidentiality need not only be ensured within the Body Area
Network, e.g., using encryption techniques such as the wellknown AES or RSA algorithms, and within the In-Body
Nano Communication network, e.g., relying on biochemical
cryptography, but primarily also when relaying messages
using a gateway system interconnecting both worlds.
Integrity – an attacker should not be able to modify
the content of a message exchanged between a sender and
a receiver without the receiver being able to notice this
change. Translated to IoNT systems, integrity checks,
for example provided using digital signatures based on
cryptographic hash functions, need to be made available
not only to the Body Area Network nodes but also to
the nano communication devices as well as to the gateway
systems. Here, integrity checks can be performed at each
node involved in the message exchange between the sender
and the receiver, or only at the end systems.
Availability – an attacker should not be able to disrupt
or negatively affect communication. In wireless networks,
this security objective is very challenging in nature. With
regard to our IoNT scenario, we not only care about availability of the Body Area Network and the In-Body Nano
Communication network, but also about the availability of
the gateway nodes. Adaptive self-organizing solutions are
needed to cope with this challenge.
In general, security helper functionality is needed starting with cryptographic techniques for encryption and digital
signatures but also for authentication as a base functionality. Even though we do not aim to explore this field
in detail, authenticity comes with quite a number of additional requirements and also causes side effects. First
of all, key management solutions are needed to establish
trust between communicating nodes. Furthermore, used
digital signatures also cause privacy concerns regarding

• the disruption of medical applications, e.g., dedicated
drug delivery applications controlled and coordinated
by wearable computer;
• or the targeted modification of communication links
on the nano communication level or at the gateway
to the Body Area Network.
In this section, we discuss selected security aspects
that are new to nano communication systems and most
importantly to the connection of IoT with nano systems.
4.1. Security in Nano Communication and in IoT
Before we investigate security issues and solutions in
the IoNT systems domain, let us have a quick look at
the nano communications sector and the world of sensor
and Body Area Networks. In [17], security problems and
potential solutions have been summarized for the different
nano communication technologies. This paper particularly
investigated the differences between the communication
mechanisms proposed: electromagnetic waves, i.e., radio
communication, acoustic communication, nano-mechanical
communication, and molecular communication.
It is obvious, that not all classical security solutions can
directly be applied to this field. Dressler and Kargl [17]
coined the term biochemical cryptography in this context
outlining the need for new and efficient cryptographic solutions. Standard algorithms like AES or RSA are certainly
not directly applicable mainly because of the reduced computational capabilities of the nano systems.
When combining nano communication devices with IoT,
we are facing typical sensor network security issues. Wonderful survey papers have been published on this topic
[18, 19, 20] covering all aspects from authentication techniques to confidentiality and integrity solutions and also
covering the most critical aspect, key management.
Research on sensor network security has a long history
dating back almost 20 years by now. Milestones have been
hardware based accelerators for AES encryption for IEEE
802.15.4 [21] and complete security architectures like the
SPINS protocol [22].
Similar security concerns can be reported for Body Area
Networks [23]. Even though the communication range of
these devices is rather limited and, thus, the range for
an attacker, especially gateway nodes and the integration
5

trackability of human beings. In our scenario, these privacy concerns can be mapped to the typical fingerprints
left by using mobile devices such as smart phones or wearable sensors. Key management, however, cannot easily be
solved using well-studied Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
solutions. The In-Body Networks may rely on completely
novel concepts.
Based on the mentioned security objectives, we also
need to identify relevant threats and attacks against IoNT
systems. Threat consequences have been nicely classified
into the following groups [24]:
Disclosure – the system needs to be protected against
unauthorized access to data. This may be an eavesdropping
attach focusing on the wireless communication channel
in both the Body Area Network and the In-Body Nano
Communication network, but also against the gateway
nodes in which information may be available in unencrypted
form.
Deception – we further have to deal with falsified or
just manipulated data. Even though we assume integrity
check being in place, system constraints might limit the
ability to use hard protection schemes like RSA based
digital signatures.
Disruption – both the involved networks as well as the
individual systems have to be protected against external
interrupts of the normal operation behavior. This is very
critical to ensure availability and reliability of the overall
IoNT.
Usurpation – besides disruption, uncontrolled access to
the involved systems, again both at the Body Area Network
side as well as within the nano communication system,
needed to be prevented. Such unauthorized system control
might enable the attacker to take over control completely or
at least cause significant malfunctions in potentially health
critical applications.

Nano Communication components will most likely
not be possible. Thus, the gateway will also play
a dominant role in this aspect. The gateway will
have to part of a (possibly larger) PKI system. Also
the type of keys used will strongly depend on the
employed communication techniques.
• Authentication and access control – We identified
authentication as one of the most important security
objectives – and a prerequisite for providing confidentiality. All messages to be forwarded by the
gateway to the In-Body Nano Communication system of course need to be authenticated in order to
prevent misuse. This includes carefully maintained
access control.
• Performance – Last but not least, the resulting system performance is an important aspect to be considered. Such non-functional properties not only
influence the overall system behavior but may pose
technological limits to security solutions. For sensor
and body area networks, it has been shown that even
rather fast cryptographic algorithms become limiting factors [25]. This will be even more critical in
IoNT systems and must be addressed when designing
particularly the gateway nodes.
5. Performance Evaluation
Besides analytical modeling and experimentation, simulation is the premier choice for performance studies in
the field of wireless networking. This particularly holds for
IoNT systems. In this section, we investigate the options
for simulation based studies of novel IoNT systems. We
particularly aim at answering the question how to simulate
such a complex architecture and what the new challenges
are in this respect.
We start discussing the necessary models, first investigating wireless communications models and secondly higher
layer protocols and system specific aspects. In addition,
we pick selected simulation tools and discuss the feasibility
of their use in the IoNT world.

4.3. Securing IoNT Systems
In order to achieve the discussed security goals, IoNT
systems need to rely on a broad mixture of security solutions. Unfortunately, classical end-to-end security associations will not be applicable due to both the computational
capabilities of nano devices as well as the very limited data
rates in In-Body Networks. Thus, the discussed gateways
will need not only to act as application layer translation
systems but also to switch between different security solutions:

5.1. Wireless Communications
When it comes to modeling wireless communications
in IoNT, we have to distinguish between the Body Area
Networks and the In-Body Nano Communications parts.
Channel models for the first domain are well known and
have been studied in detail over the years. Models for
In-Body Nano Communication are just being established
and are getting more accurate and fine grained in many
ongoing research activities.
In general, we have to distinguish three types of fading models that need to be considered depending on the
granularity of the simulated applications:

• Cryptographic primitives – In the scope of Body Area
Networks, we can rely on classical cryptographic solutions such as using the symmetric AES or the asymmetric RSA algorithms. For In-Body Nano Communication, however, we need more lightweight solutions such as the biochemical cryptography proposed
in [17].
• Key management – Creating and exchanging keys
between the Body Area Network and the In-Body
6

• Distance based models simply help understanding
free space radio transmissions to a certain extent.
Yet, even in the context of Body Area Networks, this
is an almost superficial simplification. Shadowing
caused by the human body as well as fast fading
due to relative node mobility in wearables have a
significant impact.

fading

granularity

application

distance

unit disk
free space
self interference

macroscopic data flow
long range radio transmissions
short range radio transmissions

shadow

ignored
stochastic
geometry-based
ray tracing

no obstacles concerned
signals uncorrelated in time and space
retries; location-dependent information
focus on specific real-world location

• Shadowing can be modeled in a very abstract way using stochastic models, or using very accurate shapes of
the obstacles, either using geometry-based approaches
of fine-grained ray tracing. While the latter one might
be the most realistic approach, the resulting simulation time and also inaccuracies of the geometric
model are prohibitive factors.

fast

ignored
stochastic

isolated examination of protocol aspects
simulation of system behavior

Table 1: Overview of different-granularity physical layer models

be changed to the terahertz band [28]. This technology provides many benefits, in particular as radio
communication is well understood in the engineering domains. Yet, terahertz also brings a number of
new challenges especially as shadowing becomes extremely dominant. First prototype radios have been
produced using nano carbon tubes as antennas [29].
In the meantime, carbon nano tube networks have
been investigated in much more detail [30, 31, 32]. In
particular the radiation effects of graphene and terahertz radios in general need to be analyzed [32, 33]
Based on this research, channel models can be implemented.

• Fast fading is typically caused by multi-path propagation and is frequently either ignored or modeled
using stochastic models. Fast fading needs to be particularly considered when quick movements are to be
expected.
In application-layer centered simulations, the most commonly considered physical layer effects are throughput,
delay, and Bit Error Rate (BER). As the first two are
straightforward to model in any discrete event simulation,
in the following, we will focus on considerations of BER
calculations only. In order to achieve most realistic results,
we need to rely on fine grained models considering the
Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) of signals
to arrive at a BER of transmissions, making the decision
whether a packet can be received probabilistic.
The SINR is calculated at each potential receiver by
weighting the received power level of any interfering transmission (and the noise floor) against the received power
level of the signal to be decoded. For this calculation of
the receiving power Pr , any such model will need to rely
on a set of radio propagation models to predict losses between transmitting and receiving station, where Pt is the
transmit power, Gt and Gr are the transmit (and receive)
antenna gains, and Lx are terms capturing loss effects
during transmission [26, 27]:
X
Pr [dBm] = Pt [dBm] + Gt [dB] + Gr [dB] −
Lx [dB] (1)

• Acoustic communication – A different approach is to
use acoustic communication for In-Body Networks.
In particular, we talk about ultrasonic waves that
are able to easily penetrate tissues in the human
body [34, 35]. The research community can rely on
many decades of investigations and developments of
using ultrasonic based medical explorations. This
type of communication might play a significant role
in early adoptions of nano communication devices,
therefore, integration with simulation is highly demanded.
• Molecular communication – The communication between nano systems relying on biochemical reactions
is perhaps the most futuristic sounding options. Yet
in the last years, substantial progress has been made
in both theoretic models and even wet lab experiments [9, 2]. First approaches date back to the early
days of the 21st century [5]. At this time, molecular
communication has primarily been investigated for
designing more efficient and more scalable artificial
communication systems – this started the era of bioinspired networking [6, 8]. Today, we can rely on new
and validated theoretical models [36] mainly targeting
the physical layer [37, 38]. The underlying diffusion
channel has also been investigated with respect to
its capacity [39] and also considering interference on
this channel [40]. These analytic models nicely describe the channel behavior. The next obvious step
is to integrate this with standard network simulation
tools.

For Body Area Networks, we only need to consider
wireless radio communication, typically in the ISM bands
at either 868 MHz or 2.4 GHz. In this scope, narrowband
fading, shadowing, and path loss models can then be cumulatively used to derive the SINR and, as described, the
packet reception probability as summarized in Table 1.
For In-Body Nano Communication Networks, however,
we have to distinguish between a wider range of different
technologies and, thus, channel models. For many of these
technologies, first theoretical models have been developed
characterizing the specific communication properties:
• Terahertz RF radio communication – Wireless radio
communication is also considered for nano communication. In In-Body Networks, frequencies need to
7

5.2. Higher Layer Protocols

As ns-2 has often been criticized for being hard to
learn and offering limited functionality and guidance for
statistically sound simulations [48], ns-3 is being distributed
with a much updated user manual and multiple statistical
frameworks are currently under development. While there
is no IDE or graphical execution environment available for
ns-3, the simulator can record detailed traces that can be
written to disk and, later, visualized using the included
nam (short for Network Animator) tool or Wireshark.

Besides the lower layer channel models, we also need
to consider higher layer protocols covering medium access,
network layer functionality, and application behavior.
In the domain of Body Area Networks, we can rely on
a huge variety of MAC protocols covering features from
ultra-low power communication to real-time networking.
Many of these protocols are already available in standard
network simulators. A nice overview is provided in [41].
The same holds for network layer routing with all the given
advances in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) [42] and
Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [43].
Medium access in nano communication networks has
only been partially explored, yet, we see an increasing interest in the field. Even though classical MAC protocols
can be adapted to work in radio communication or acoustic
based nano networks, the situation is different for molecular
communication networks. First approaches to molecular
multiple access, broadcast, and relay channel have been
investigated [44], which also need to be modeled in simulations. The same holds for terahertz radio solutions [45, 46].
Routing in the field of molecular communication is also
starting to generate interest, but medium access issues have
been solved first.
The most important system aspect to be modeled correctly in the scope of IoNT systems is the gateway functionality. To the best of our knowledge, connections between
the Body Area Network domain and the In-Body Nano
Communications part have not been investigated in simulation so far. Thus, completely new models need to be
derived at this stage.

5.3.2. OMNeT++
The OMNeT++ simulation framework, now at version 4, is an open source simulation environment that is
distributed free for non-commercial use [49]. A separate
version of the same simulation environment which is licensed for commercial use is sold by Simulcraft, Inc. under
the OMNEST brand.
OMNeT++ comprises an IDE, an execution environment, and a discrete event simulation kernel. The IDE is
based on Eclipse, enhanced with facilities to graphically
assemble and configure simulations, as an alternative to
editing the plain text files. The execution environment
exists in two flavors. The command line based environment
targets unattended batch runs on dedicated machines. The
graphical environment better supports interactive interactions with components of a running simulation, allowing
to directly monitor or alter internal states.
OMNeT++ enforces a strict separation of behavioral
and descriptive code. All behavioral code (i.e., code specifying how simple modules handle and send messages, as
well as how channels handle messages) is written as C++.
All descriptive code (i.e., code declaring the structure of
modules/channels and messages) is stored in plain-text
Message Definition (msg) and Network Description (ned)
files, respectively. All run-time configuration of modules
is achieved by an Initialization File (ini). With all behavioral code being contained in a C++ program, OMNeT++
components can easily interface with third-party libraries
and can be debugged using off-the-shelf utilities; thus it
lends itself equally well to rapid prototyping and developing
production quality applications.

5.3. Tools
When it comes to tool support, classical network simulators such as ns-2/ns-3 or OMNeT++ seem to be perfect
candidates. However, only little progress can be reported
when it comes to the integration with nano communication.
We briefly review the capabilities of these well known simulators before studying the requirements on a new nano
communication enabled simulation toolkit.
5.3.1. ns-3 Network Simulator
The network simulator 3 (ns-3) [47] is an open source
discrete-event simulation environment that was designed to
be the successor of the popular simulator ns-2. Aiming to be
more scalable and more open for extension, it significantly
differs from ns-2 with its novel structural and modular
implementation.
The core architecture is object-oriented and supports
models developed in C++ (ns-2 which has been written
in OTcl and C++). Optionally, ns-3 uses python scripts
for performing the simulations. Many of the popular ns-2
models have already been ported to ns-3. Being open also to
commercial use, its base architecture has been designed to
support network virtualization and real testbed integration.

5.3.3. Towards IoNT Simulators
A first step toward simulating nano communication
networks has been demonstrated in [50]. In this work,
the well-known network simulator ns-2 has been extended
to also support certain features of nano communication
networks. In particular, selected molecular communication approaches have been modeled focusing on diffusive
communication. For this, the properties of the fluid environment, i.e., the propagation system, as well as the
molecular capture mechanism, e.g., reception and decoding
of the exchanged messages, have been carefully investigated
and implemented in form of ns-2 models.
We believe that further extensions are needed, which
should build on well understood and validated approaches.
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From a Body Area Networking perspective, wireless communication can be modeled using the MiXiM [51] module
library, which is focusing on accurate channel modeling and
signal processing. Signals at a certain location are modeled
as three-dimensional entities whose power level varies over
both time and frequency. Calculating how such signals
propagate in a simulation, as well as how they interfere
with each other, is handled by MiXiM itself with no further
effort from the model developer required. This needs to be
extended to cover the specific aspects of Body Area Networks in which, differently to other wireless communication
systems, distance is not the dominating factor [52].
Integrating both aspects, i.e., In-Body Nano Communication models and accurate modeling of wireless radio
communication in Body Area Networks, opens up new opportunities to assess the performance of rather complex
IoNT systems. The use of well-accepted and validated models can be seen as a first step towards a widely accepted
simulation platform.
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6. Conclusions
With this paper, we are directing attention to challenges
and opportunities of forthcoming IoNT systems. In-Body
Nano Communication has become an established research
field enabling a wide range of new solutions, especially for
medical and fitness applications. Operation and control
of in-body nano systems strongly depends on carefully
managed information from physiological parameters and
external control. Here, established Body Area Network
technology can be used to provide both communication
capabilities, e.g., to a physician, as well as storage and
processing features. In this paper, we explored the design
space for such integrated solutions when connecting InBody Nano Communication with Body Area Networks. We
derived a network architecture and discussed the needed
gateway functionality. As open research problems, besides
of the network architecture in general, we identified in
particular simulation-based performance evaluation and
security issues.
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